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BRUSSELS: The eurozone economy is healing
nicely but inflation remains weak - good news
for consumers in the short run but a sign of
underlying weakness in wages and companies’
pricing power. That’s the take-away from eco-
nomic reports released yesterday that showed
while the unemployment rate in the 19-coun-
try currency union fell to its lowest in eight
years, price increases are modest.

The number of people in work rose by
148,000 in June, the Eurostat statistics
agency said yesterday, bringing the unem-
ployment rate to 9.1 percent, from 9.2 per-
cent in May. That echoes reports in recent
weeks of rising business activity and confi-
dence across all eurozone countries - even
those, like Greece, that have been hit hardest
by financial troubles.

Such improvements have emboldened the
European Central Bank to consider when it
might signal a phasing out of its bond-buying
stimulus program, under which it pumps 60

billion euros ($70 billion) a month into the
economy. ECB President Mario Draghi has said
it would likely consider such a move in the fall.

But the missing piece in the eurozone’s
recovery is a significant rise in inflation, which
the ECB is tasked with getting to just under 2
percent. While weak inflation can be good for
shoppers, it points to fragilities in the econo-
my: wages are not rising quickly enough to
spur spending or companies may not be confi-
dent enough in consumers to raise their prices.
In July, the annual inflation rate was stuck at
1.3 percent. And what gains there were mostly
due to energy price increases of 2.2 percent.
Excluding volatile items like energy, food, alco-
hol and tobacco, prices were up a still-modest
1.2 percent. The industrial goods sector saw
prices rise a mere 0.5 percent.

The missing link
Economists say inflation is unlikely to rise

substantially as long as there remains slack in

the labor market that prevents wages from
rising significantly. “While June’s unemploy-
ment data paint a positive picture of the euro-
zone labor market, July’s (inflation) release
confirms that this strength has yet to gener-
ate inflationary pressure,” said Jennifer
McKeown, chief European economist at
Capital Economics in London. She expects the
ECB to start tapering off its bond-buying pro-
gram next year, but says “interest rate hikes
are a pretty distant prospect.”

The inflation rate in particular was “very
subdued”, said Jennifer McKeown of Capital
Economics. “While June’s unemployment data
paint a positive picture of the eurozone labour
market, July’s (inflation) release confirms that
this strength has yet to generate inflationary
pressure,” McKeown said. The figures come a
week after the IMF said the eurozone econom-
ic recovery was broad and strengthening, but
warned that low inflation, fragile banks and
Brexit remained significant risks.

The Eurostat statistics agency said unem-
ployment fell to 9.1 percent in June compared
to a revised 9.2 percent in May. That was
slightly better than the 9.2 percent predicted
by analysts surveyed for data company
Factset. “This is the lowest rate recorded in the
euro area since February 2009,” Eurostat said
in a statement, when the European economy
was still in the doldrums after the global
financial crisis.

Persistent and patient 
The highest unemployment rates were in

struggling Greece, at 21.7 percent, and Spain
at 17.1 percent. Unemployment across the 28-
nation EU was meanwhile stable at 7.7 per-
cent in June, the lowest rate for the bloc since
December 2008. Eurozone inflation mean-
while held at 1.3 percent in July, matching
estimates by Factset. Inflation is a key indica-
tor of underlying consumer demand.

The ECB has a target rate of close to, but

just below 2.0 percent, with the aim of ensur-
ing a modest but sustained increase in prices,
which are a sign of a healthy economy.

To achieve this, the ECB has set interest
rates at historic lows and poured hundreds of
billions of cheap euros into the banking sys-
tem to stimulate activity. Finally, after years of
trying, the economy has shown signs of a
modest but broad pick-up this year, leading to
calls on ECB chief Mario Draghi to turn off the
easy credit tap. Draghi last week played down
suggestions the institution might soon wind
down the stimulus, saying policymakers must
be “persistent and patient” faced with low
inflation.

Observers are eyeing the bank closely for
signs it may soon end its monthly bond pur-
chases of 60 billion euros ($69 billion) per
month. Just three monetary policy meetings
remain before December, when the “quantita-
tive easing” (QE) purchases are presently set
to expire. —Agencies

Europe’s jobs market is healing, but wages weak
Inflation is the missing link in region’s economic revival

LONDON: Britain’s pound traded above
$1.31 yesterday, close to a 10-month high,
as investors eyed this week’s Bank of
England “Super Thursday” for a steer on
whether record-low interest rates could
soon be lifted for the first time in more
than a decade.

Sterling has been supported in recent
weeks by expectations the Bank might
finally be getting ready for a hike after a
series of hawkish comments from policy-
makers, but Governor Mark Carney and
most of his top officials seem set to
remain in wait-and-see mode. Data show-
ing Britain’s housing market and con-
sumer economy lost a small amount of
momentum last month, as mortgage
approvals dropped to a nine-month low
and unsecured lending growth slowed
further, had little impact on the currency.

But the numbers added to a run of
weak data which, along with deep
uncertainty about the impact of Brexit
on the economy, have cooled the specu-
lation that the BoE is poised to start
removing its crisis-level stimulus. While
sterling was trading less than half a cent
away from 10-month highs yesterday at
$1.3131, it was also close to its lowest
levels in nine months against the euro,
down 0.1 percent on the day at 89.50
pence. The BoE will also publish a quar-
terly Inflation Report on Thursday, with
economists expecting the Bank to push

up its inflation forecasts slightly but to
lower its projection for growth after the
weak start to the year.

“There is a genuine debate in the
bank (over raising rates)... but we’re not
expecting any hikes in the next year,” said
Societe Generale currency strategist
Alvin Tan.

“There’s clear evidence, in our view,
that the economy is slowing down, and
although inflation is on the high side,

momentum seems to have ebbed.”

Sterling support
Some investors see hawkish com-

ments from policymakers at the Bank
as attempts to talk up a currency that
has lost almost 15 percent against both
the euro and dollar since last June’s
vote for Brexit.

“With other major central banks nor-
malizing their own policy stances, we

expect the MPC (monetary policy com-
mittee) to avoid sending an overtly dovish
signal this week in order to avoid extend-
ed sterling weakness,” wrote BMO curren-
cy strategists in a weekly note to clients
yesterday. But others say with more gov-
ernment unity around Brexit, and with
signs that the “hard Brexit” markets fear
could be averted, it made sense for the
BoE to be moving towards tightening.
Three out of eight MPC members voted in
favor of a hike at the last meeting.

“We believe that it would be logical
for the BoE to signal that it is moving
closer to raising rates,” MUFG currency
analyst Lee Hardman said. “The BoE
should be encouraged, as well, by noises
from the UK government which supports
its assumption for a transitional Brexit
agreement.”

Finance minister Philip Hammond,
who campaigned for Britain to remain in
the EU and is seen as a proponent of a rel-
atively “soft Brexit”, last week lent some
support to sterling by saying he backed
the transitional Brexit deal that Prime
Minister Theresa May wants.

Hammond told a French newspaper
over the weekend that Britain does not
intend to lower taxes far below the
European average in order to remain
competitive after Brexit, but rather will
keep a socio-economic model that is “rec-
ognizably European”. —Reuters

BoE ‘Super Thursday’ looms as sterling jumps

BEIJING: Growth in China’s manufacturing
sector cooled slightly in July as foreign
demand for Chinese goods slackened, but
a government-led infrastructure push kept
construction humming and helped prop
up the world’s second-largest economy.

The official Purchasing Managers’ Index
(PMI) held above the 50-point mark that
separates growth from contraction for the
12th straight month, as China poured funds
into a construction boom that has fuelled
demand for everything from cement to
steel and other building materials.

But the broad consensus among China
watchers is that economic growth will cool
in coming months as a government crack-
down on financial risks raises borrowing
costs for businesses and squeezes profits.

The official PMI stood at 51.4 in July,
the National Bureau of Statistics said yes-
terday, down from the previous month’s
51.7 and a touch below the 51.6 forecast
in a Reuters poll. Export orders, which
helped Chinese factories stage a strong
recovery in June, had ebbed this month,
with manufacturers reporting slackening
foreign demand. Overall factory produc-
tion expanded less quickly compared
with June.

New export orders slipped to 50.9 in
July from 52.0 in June, helping drag the
index for overall factory orders to 52.8 from

53.1. “The breakdown suggests weaker for-
eign demand is partly to blame - the new
export orders fell by a larger margin than
overall new orders,” said Julian Evans-
Pritchard, a Singapore-based China econo-
mist at Capital Economics.

While China’s foreign trade faces a
mostly positive environment in the second
half of the year, uncertainties still exist, Vice
Commerce Minister Qian Keming said in
Beijing yesterday.

The United States and China failed earli-
er this month to agree on major new steps
to reduce the US trade deficit with China,
casting doubt over President Donald
Trump’s economic and security relations
with Beijing. Domestically, the construc-
tion sector remained robust as the govern-
ment stepped up investment in infrastruc-
ture projects. Separate data showed
China’s steel sector in rude health, expand-
ing in July at its fastest pace since April
2016. The PMI reading on the construction
sector showed a solid pickup to 62.5 in July
from 61.4 in June.

Raw material inventories eased just
slightly in July, according to the survey,
while imports were almost steady and sug-
gested stable domestic demand. Activity at
large factories gathered steam in July, with
the sub-index for big manufacturers rising
to 52.9 from 52.7. —Reuters

China factory growth eases, 

export demand slips in July

TOKYO: A woman looks at a fashion boutique with sales signs at Ginza shopping district in Tokyo yesterday. Japan’s factory output rose in June, while unemployment fell to 2.8 percent, as a recovery in global
demand helped drive growth in the world’s third-largest economy. —AP

LONDON: Pedestrians pass the Bank of England in the City of
London yesterday. Last-minute talks with staff at the Bank of
England began yesterday in an attempt to avert the first strike
at the central bank in more than 50 years. —AFP


